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Master the digital transformation of business
processes with the Intershop Commerce Suite
Release components:
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[[

Intershop Commerce Management 7.7
Intershop Order Management 2.0

Release highlights:
[[
[[
[[

[[

More efficient design of the shopping experience
New features and APIs for B2B commerce
Integrated omni-channel commerce strategy with
Intershop Order Management 2.0
Intershop Commerce Suite in the Microsoft and
Amazon public clouds

This new release brings a wide range of new functions to the Intershop
Commerce Suite, providing comprehensive support for all kinds of organizations as they digitally transform their business processes. They can
choose from a range of modules to suit their specific business model,
user requirements, and corporate objectives. With Intershop Synaptic
Commerce® enabling easy integration into diverse system landscapes,
the Intershop Commerce Suite offers a significant reduction in both the
risk and expense of rolling out a new commerce solution.
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More Efficient Design of the Shopping Experience
With its mature marketing functionality, the Intershop Commerce Suite enables users to create a more enjoyable and engaging shopping experience for customers.
There are numerous improvements in the responsive blueprint store for B2C and B2B, all out-of-the-box.
Together, they improve the visibility of the offering for a healthier bottom line.

NEW!

[

Simplified features in Design View

[

Support for responsive images

[

Optimum presentation of e-mail thanks to responsive e-mail templates

[

Integrated product comparison

[

High flexibility through import of promotions from 3rd party systems

[

Better product data quality thanks to integrated approval processes

The updated Design View enables marketing content managers to create emotionally engaging campaigns
and view their content from the customer’s perspective—or that of a customer group—before the campaign
goes live. Using the intelligent access control system, it is possible to assign individual editing rights with
access limited to specific page areas. The key benefits are greater speed and transparency when preparing marketing campaigns. All images can be optimized to suit specific user devices and screen resolutions.
E-mails also adapt perfectly to the user device, creating a consistent experience across all touchpoints.
The enhanced import function enables even faster syncing of promotions with third-party systems. This
ensures consistent promotion content and messaging for each individual customer across all available touchpoints.
The product comparison capability now included in the blueprint store also uses responsive design, guaranteeing optimum presentation of products and services on all devices.
The new release also improves the quality of product data with the aid of integrated approval workflows. All
editing and checking processes can now be verified and approved by another member of staff.
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New B2B Features Open Doors to New Customers
Today’s business customers expect a B2C-style experience, combined with B2B-specific purchasing and
self-management processes. Vendors should tailor their offering to the respective industry and product range
and make it as easy as possible for buyers to access their products and services. In addition to intuitive web
stores and mobile apps, it is important to enable direct integration with the customer’s procurement systems.

NEW!

[

OCI punchout

[

Cost object management via REST API

[

Quote management via REST API

The new OCI (Open Catalog Interface) punchout capability gives buyers easy access to all the products they
need from within their regular procurement system. With Intershop Commerce Suite, buyers are free to
choose the purchasing channels that best suit their needs. For you as vendor, this opens up important new
doors to your customers.
The functionality supported through the use of REST interfaces enables easy development of custom applications. Using the REST API in projects also helps bring down migration costs.
In the area of cost accounting, many companies use cost objects to evaluate the cost-efficiency of products,
services, and projects. In this latest release, the REST API supports cost object management, i.e., customers
can now associate their orders with the relevant cost objects. The REST API can also be used to receive and
respond to customer requests for tailored quotations. If the customer accepts the quotation via the custom
application, the items are added to the customer’s cart and the order is submitted via the REST API.
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Intershop Order Management 2.0 – Key to an Integrated Omni-Channel
Commerce Strategy
Today’s consumers are increasingly adept at using multiple channels and technologies—it is they who now
decide exactly when, where, and how they make a purchase. To meet these expectations, it is essential
to merge all ordering processes across all available channels as part of a homogeneous yet flexible omnichannel solution.
The order management modules in the Intershop Commerce Suite are the key to creating an integrated
omni-channel commerce strategy—a strategy that allows companies to respond to their customers at any
time and through any channel, be it online, in store, or via a mobile device. The modules cover every stage
in the order process and help vendors keep their omni-channel promise by creating a seamless experience
across all contact points.

NEW!

[

Enterprise Inventory Visibility

[

Omni-Channel Order Capture

[

Order Orchestration

[

Order Routing and Fulfillment

[

Invoice-to-Cash Management

[

After Order Services

[

Return Management
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Intershop Order Management not only orchestrates every stage in the order process throughout your organization, it also automates and optimizes the handling of orders, payments, and invoices across all channels
as the basis for a seamless omni-channel experience. Using Enterprise Inventory Visibility, it provides an
aggregated and comprehensive view of inventory data across all internal and external warehousing locations.
This makes it easy to see which saleable stock is available at which internal or external locations, and with
which partners or suppliers. Combined with Omni-Channel Order Capture, it is possible to collect and
process orders centrally from multiple sales channels (web store, mobile devices, call centers, marketplaces,
kiosk applications, brick-and-mortar stores, etc.).
In addition, Intershop Order Management enables seamless integration of Order Orchestration and
Invoice-to-Cash Management procedures as part of company-wide business processes. This enables transparent and consistent handling of all order and payment processes across all systems. Thanks to the modular invoice-to-cash functionality, vendors can now partially or fully automate their approval, payment, and
invoicing processes. They can also seamlessly integrate their distributed warehouses, suppliers, and brick &
mortar stores into their omni-channel fulfillment strategy using the Order Management functions Order
Routing and Fulfillment and Return Management. This ensures that orders and returns are routed effectively using the methods requested by the respective customer. Finally, the comprehensive After Order
Services module provides self-service users as well as sales and service staff with a complete insight into all
order-related information and service offerings.
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“Make IT Invisible.” Benefit twice with Intershop Commerce Suite
and the Public Cloud
What if the initial investment required exceeds my budget? How can I roll out my store to global markets that
my hosting provider doesn’t support? And can I risk running an ad-hoc campaign that will multiply the load
on my system? These are just a few of the many challenges that omni-channel vendors face. Which is why
many are now turning to the public cloud services from Microsoft and Amazon—two of the most established
providers in the infrastructure market. Used in conjunction with the Intershop Commerce Suite, the rewards
are instantaneous.

NEW!

[

[

[

Intershop Commerce Suite now available in Microsoft and
Amazon public clouds
Tools for rapid installation and efficient operation of Intershop Commerce
Management 7.7 in public cloud
New opportunities for service registration and discovery

With a virtually endless range of IT resources available immediately and globally through the public cloud,
companies now have the flexibility they need to quickly bolster their online resources during peak demand
and then offload that capacity when demand returns to normal. Thanks to the public cloud, it is now possible to perform a regional roll-out, e.g., across the USA or Asia, at the push of a button. Specifically geared for
deployment in the public cloud, Intershop’s omni-channel software provides the functionality required for
maximum cost-efficiency through flexibility and metered billing models.
In addition, Intershop is continuously developing the core functionality of the Intershop Commerce Suite
with regard to cloud deployment, creating new innovations that secure our customers’ investment. The
newly introduced Eureka registration and discovery framework, for example, offers a major simplification in
inter-process communication and provides the platform for micro services.
Our cloud-based offering enables companies to focus on their core activities and achieve an extremely short
time to value. By combining our market-leading omni-channel platform with the public cloud, we’re opening
up totally new possibilities in a dynamically changing business world.

Call us for more information!
We are here for you.
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